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Mathematical Foundations of Interconnected J-K Flip-Flops 
VERA PLESS 
Project MAC, Massachusetts In titute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 60680 
A new mathematical object, an n-counter, is defined. An n-counter is a 
specific type of clock. It is shown that the outputs of an n-counter are determined 
by its inputs and an easily computed matrix M. Also associated with an n- 
counter is a transformation 2V, which determines each output from the preceding 
one. The specific form that N can take is determined. N is easily computed from 
M and vice versa. The graph of an n-counter is defined. An n-counter is shown 
to be cyclic if there is an i so that N ~ = I. A special class of n-counters of 
type A is defined. The group of an n-counter is defined. This notion is used to 
classify all 2-counters of type A and all linear 3-counters of type A. Constraints 
are derived for the possible order of a cyclic affine n-counter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, shift registers have had many practical applications in 
different areas of electrical engineering. The  mathematical  basis of l inear 
shift registers is both extensive and complete (Golomb, 1967; Selmer 1966). 
However,  very little is known about a nonl inear shift register arrangement. 
Here we introduce the study of interconnected J -K flip-flops. Each of these 
is a specific type of finite state autamaton, namely, a clock. These flip-flops 
have been used practically for many years, but no mathematical  theory has 
been developed. This  paper sets a possible foundation for such a theory. 
A J -K flip-flop is a device with two inputs (zero or one) and two outputs, 
one of which is always the complement  of the other. A counter is a set of n 
J -K flip-flops whose inputs are outputs of other (or their own) flip-flops in 
the counter. The  specification of the connections is called the connection 
list (CL)  of the counter. Consider the example in Fig. 1 when n = 3. 
1 Work reported herein was supported in part by Project MAC, an M.I.T. inter- 
departmental laboratory sponsored by IBM contract 82280, and by the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA), Department of Defense, under the Office of Naval 
Research Contract N000 14-70-A-0362-0006. 
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FIG. l. Example of a 3-counter. 
Q3 
q 
di and K i are the inputs to flip-flop i, and Qi and Qi are its outputs. We 
represent this connection list as follows: 
1 2 3 
(2, 2) (3, 3) (1,1) 
The numbers on the first line represent the flip-flops i, while the pairs below 
describe the counters connected to Ji and Ki. After a clock pulse, the outputs 
of each flip-flop change depending on the previous outputs and the inputs 
according to the following rules. 
Input (0, 0) leaves the output unchanged. 
Input (1, 1) changes output. 
Input (0, 1) produces a 0 output. 
Input (1, 0) produces a 1 output. 
From now on when we speak of an n-counter we shall mean one with a 
fixed connection list. In Section 2, the number of n-counters is shown to be 
[2n]2% We define a matrix M of an n-counter such that given any output 
sequence S, S determines the next input sequence SM where S is a vector 
determined by S. In addition we give an algorithm (2.3) for determining 
which, if any, n-counter can produce a fixed sequence of outputs. M is easily 
determined by the connection list of an n-counter and vice versa. 
In Section 3, we give a simple algebraic transformation N, which operates 
on outputs and produces the next output from a given output. N is easily 
determined by M and conversely. Algorithm 3.3, using the N transformation, 
decides which, if any, n-counters produce a given sequence of outputs. 
In Section 4, we describe the directed graph of an n-counter. The vertices 
of this graph are the 2 ~ possible outputs with an edge going from vertex Si 
to vertex Sj if Si exactly precedes S~. An n-counter is said to be cyclic if its 
graph is the union of disjoint cycles. It  is shown that an n-counter is cyclic 
if and only if there is an i so that N ~ = I. For any n-counter, if k is the 
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1.c.m. of the cycle lengths, then there is a geometricallydetermined onnegative 
integer j so that k is the smallest positive integer with the property that 
Nk+J = N 5. 
In Section 5, we relate an n-counter to a group H. H is generated by all 
permutations on the n objects a I ,..., an (with simultaneous action on dl ,..., g~) 
and the permutations interchanging ai and d i ,  i -~ 1,..., n. The order of H 
is (hi) 2 n. The subgroup of H leaving the N transformation of an n-counter C
invariant is called the group G of C. Each element in G is an isomorphism 
of the graph of C. Two n-counters are called equivalent if there is an element 
in H sending one into the other. Equivalent n-counters have isomorphic 
graphs and isomorphic groups. The number of counters equivalent o C 
equals n! 2 n divided by the order of G. 
Since equivalent n-counters have the same properties, if one were to classify 
all n-counters for a fixed n it is sufficient o do this by equivalence classes. 
This procedure is illustrated in Section 6. 
In, Section 7, theoretical constraints are given on the orders of cyclic, 
affine n-counters. It is shown how these apply to cyclic affine 3-counters. 
2. THE M-MATRIX 
Suppose we have an n-counter C whose connection list is 
1 2 n 
(al, al' ) (a2 , a ( )  (an,  an' ) " 
Here each a i or  a i' is some j or j. Let M be the (2n) × (2n) matrix whose 
rows and columns are marked 1, 1', 2, 2',..., n, n', and whose entries are zero 
and the following ones. 
1 in row ai and column i if a i = j 
1 in row ai and column i' if ai' - -  j 
1 in row ai' and column i if ai ~ j 
1 in row ai and column i' if ai' = j .  
An M-matrix has exactly one in any column. There is clearly a one to one 
correspondence b tween n-counters and 2n × 2n matrices M whose entries 
are 0 and 1, which have exactly one one in each column. From this 1:1 
correspondence, we see that there are (2n) 2n n-counters. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. 
(2, 2) 
1 
1' 
M= 2 
2' 
3 
3' 
2 
(3, 1) 
1' 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
[0  0 0 
(1, 2) 
2' 3 3' 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Any output S of a given n-counter C is an n-tuple of zeroes and ones. 
To this n-tuple associate a 2n-tuple of zeros and ones, S, by replacing every 
zero by the pair 0, 1 and every 1 by the pair 1, 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C be a fixed n-counter and let M be its M-matrix. I f  S 
is an output of C, then the next set of input pairs, called P, is equal to SM. 
Proof. The theorem follows by the definitions of the various elements in it. 
One of the consequences of this theorem is Algorithm 2.3, which determines 
the n-counter C which could produce a fixed set of outputs. Given a set of 
k outputs S i ,..., S~, then there are the following three possibilities. 
(1) There is no n-counter which produces Si ,..., Se as a set of outputs. 
(2) There is exactly one n-counter which produces S i .... , Sk as a set 
of outputs. 
(3) There is more than one n-counter which produces Si ,..., $7c as a set 
of outputs. 
ALGORITHM 2.3. Given Si,... , Sk, k n-tuples of O's and l's, this 
algorithm gives a procedure for determining all n-counters (if any exist) 
which can produce this sequence of outputs. 
Let Si = (al ,..., an) and Si+ 1 = (b 1 ,..., bn) , then there are exactly two 
input pairs which take any aj to b~.. 
Let Si ,... , $7~ be the k (2n)-tuples of O's and l 's associated with S i ..... $7:. 
We start with a partially filled in M and compute Si M. As we explain below, 
this procedure determines other entries in M. We stop when we have 
computed all S~M, i = 1,..., k -  1. We then know that either M cannot 
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exist (so no n-counter could produce the sequence of outputs), or exactly 
which matrices M could realize this sequence. 
We start with an empty matrix M. As we proceed, we bear in mind that 
each column of M must have exactly one one; the other entries are 0. Thus, 
if we put a one in any column, we can make the other entries 0. We know 
that S~M equals the set of input pairs which send Si ~- (a 1 ,..., an) into 
Si+x = (bl ,..., bn). For each a~ and bj there are two possible input pairs 
which send aj into bj. Hence, the product Si M (given that Si+l is the next 
output) produces constraints on n of the 2n columns of 214. We fill in these 
columns to satisfy these constraints. I f  we cannot, then M cannot exist. 
When we have finished computing Si M, i ~ 1,..., k - -  1, we have determined 
which of the three possibilities above hold. 
3. THE TRANSFORMATION N 
In this section we show that given any n-counter C there is a transformation 
N which takes any output Si and produces the next output Si+l. Since 
inputs depend on outputs and determine, with the current output, the 
next output, it is reasonable that such a transformation exists. The complete 
form of any such N will be given. 
To determine N, we assume we have an n-counter C and an output 
St ~ (al ,..., an), where each at is either 0 or 1. With each ai is associated 
an input pair (ci, ci'). Let Si+l -~ (bl ,..., b,). Then the ith component of 
the next output bi is determined by a, and the pair (ci, ci') as follows. 
IDENTITY 3.1. bi = (aic~' -k (1 + ai) ci + ai) (rood 2). 
This identity directly gives the form of an N-counter as follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  C is an n-counter, then there is a transformation N on 
any n-tuple of zeroes and ones, S i ,  so that N(Si)  is the successor Si+l of St 
under C. Further, each component of N has one of the following forms. 
(a) b i = o~a i + [3aj + 7, where o~, [3, 7 are in {0, 1}. 
or  
(b) bi = ai(a~ + as + ~) + ai + aj + t ,  where j ~ k and a, [3 are 
in{O, 1}. 
I f  all the components of N have the form given by (a) we say that N is 
affine. I f  7 ---- 0 also for all components, we call N linear. 
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Proof. Identity 3.1 determines the form of b i for the three different ypes 
of connection pairs (ci, ci'). All equations below are modulo 2. 
Case I. (a) (c, ,  ci') = ( j , j ) .  (b) (ci  , ci ') = (],]). 
In case (a), b i = (aij + (1 + ai)j + ai) = (ai + j). Similarly, in case (b) 
bi = (ai +] ) .  
Case I I .  (a) (c~, c/) = (j,y). (b) (c i , ci ')  = (.L j ) .  
In case (a), bi = (a i ]+ (1 + a i ) j+  a i )= j .  Similarly, in case (b), 
b i ~] .  
Case I I I .  (a) (ci, c,') = (j, k). (b) (c,,  c?) = (], k). (c) (c~, c,') = (j, ~). 
(d) (Q, Q') = (], #). 
For case (a), b i=(a ,k+( l+a i ) j - i -a i )  =a i ( j+k)+j+a, .  For 
case (b), bi = (aik + (1 + ai)] + a~) = ai(j + k) +] .  Similarly, in case (c), 
b i=a, ( j+k)+j+a i - - - -a i ( j+k)+j .  In case (d), b, =- a,( ] + k) -+- 
] + a~ = ai(j + k) - /  ] + ai. 
Note that if N is affine (linear) all its components fall under Cases I and I I  
(Cases I(a) and II(a)). I f  N is affine, then its matrix can be obtained from the 
matrix of M by putting l 's on the diagonal, for any column pairs i, i' whenever 
case I occurs. I f  all the n transformations in N fall under case II, we call N 
a permutation and the matrix of N is M. I f  in addition, N sends distinct ai 
into distinct j (or their complements), then we call N a strict permutation. 
The matrix of a strict permutation has exactly one nonzero element in any 
row or column, and so represents a permutation on 2n objects. Of the (2n) 2~ 
n-counters, (4n) n are affine and (2n) n of the affine ones are permutations. 
There are 2nnl strict permutations. 
We define an n-counter to be of type A if the inputs to any flip-flop do not 
arise from its own outputs. An n-counter is of type A if i does not equal 
either j or k in cases I through I I I .  Of the (2n --  2) 2~ n-counters of type A, 
[4(n - -  1)] ~ are affine and [2(n --  1)] ~ of the affine ones are permutations. 
It  is clear that in all cases the transformation N can be obtained easily 
from the connection list or the matrix M and conversely. 
We now give Algorithm 3.3 based on the N transformation. As the previous 
algorithm based on the M matrix does, this algorithm determines the 
possible, if any, n-counters which can generate a given sequence of outputs. 
ALGORITHM 3.3. Suppose we have a sequence of k outputs S 1 ,..., S~ 
which we presume to be generated by a n-counter. Then knowing the form 
that N can take, we can solve n(k --  I) equations for the unknown parameters. 
In other words, if Si = (al ,..., an) and Si+ 1 = (b 1 ,..., bn), then b~ is a linear 
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combination, with coefficients 0 and 1 of 1, a 1 ,..., a~ and possibly a term in 
a s times the sum of a pair from the set {a 1 ,..., a~}. In addition, these coeffi- 
cients must satisfy the constraints given by Theorem 3.2. 
As does Algorithm 2.3, Algorithm 3.3 determines that (a) no counter can 
generate the sequence of outputs, (b) exactly one counter can, and (c) more 
than one counter can. 
4. THE GRAPH OF AN n-COUNTER 
I f  C is an n-counter, then the action of C on an output is given by an 
N transformation of a certain form and we define the transformation N i 
in the usual way. Since N is the transformation of an n-counter, its form is 
specified by Theorem 3.2; however, N * need not represent an n-counter so 
that it can have a more general form. 
Let a I ,..., a~ be n variables which assume the values 0 or 1. Let 
~2(al ,..., an) be the set of all distinct (2 ~ - -  1) products of a 1 .... , an and the 
number 1. We define a form on (a 1 ,..., an) to be a linear combination of 
elements of ~2(a 1,..., a~) with coefficients 0 or 1. I l L  is a form on (al ,..., a,~) 
and S is an n-tuple of 0's and l's, thenL(S)  is the value (either 0 or 1) which 
L assumes (mod 2) when the ith component of S is substituted for as for all i 
between 1and n. In these terms each component o fN  ~ is a form on (al ..... a~). 
Let C be an n-counter. In the usual way, associate with C a directed graph R 
whose vertices are the 2 ~ n-tuples of O's and l 's. We draw an arrow from a 
vertex Si to another vertex S~+ 1if S~+ 1 is the output directly succeeding S t . 
We say that the counter C has an s-cycle if R has a cycle of length s. 
An n-counter is called cyclic if given any sequence S, there is a set of 
succeeding outputs S, S 1 ,..., Se = S returning to S. In terms of the graph 
of C, an n-counter is cyclic if and only if its graph is the union of disjoint 
cycles. 
THEOREM 4.2. An n-counter C is cyclic iff N i = I for some i. Further, 
i is the smallest number such that N ~ = I iff i = Lc.m. of the cycle lengths of R. 
Proof. The first statement is clear since N is a 1:1 transformation on R. 
The second statement also follows from geometric onsiderations. 
Theorem 4.2 is a generalization of Lemma 4.4 in Hartmanis and Stearns 
(1966) and holds in general for strongly connected autonomous machines. 
DEFINITION. I f  C is a cyclic n-counter, then the smallest i for which 
N ~ = I is called the order of N. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. I f  C is a cyclic n-counter of prime order p, then C has at 
least one p-cycle and all the cycles of C are of length p or length 1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  C is an n-counter whose N transformation is a strict 
permutation, then C is cyclic. Further, the order of C divides 2~(n!). 
Proof. The set of strict permutations i a group of order 2~(n!) and the 
order of C is the ordinary order of a group element and hence divides 2n(n!). 
Remark 4.5. I f  C is cyclic, then 2 ~ = k o + klct + k2c2 + "'" + k~c~ 
where k i equals the number of cycles of length C, and k o is the number of 
cycles of length one. 
Let C be an n-counter. I f  S is a point in the graph R of C, let d(S) denote 
the shortest distance between S and a cycle of C. (d(S) = 0 if S is in a cycle.) 
Then the following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let k be the largest d(S) for all S in the graph of C. Then k 
is the smallest positive integer for which there exists an r greater than k with 
N ~ = N ~. I f  i is the l.c.m, of the lengths of the cycles of C, then the smallest 
positive r for which N ~ -~ N k is r = k -+- i. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is clear from geometric onsiderations. 
COROLLARY 4.7. I f  r - -  k in the previous theorem is a prime p, then C has 
a cycle of length p and all cycles are either of length p or length l. 
THEOREM 4.8. I f  C is of type A, then the graph of C has an even number of 
Successors .  
Proof. This is so since each component which can occur (by the form of 
the N-transformation) has an even number of zeroes and an even number of 
ones for all possible inputs. 
The definition of a graph and Theorems 4.2 and 4.6, Corollaries 4.3, 4.4, 
and 4.7, and Remark 4.5 hold for transformations where each component is
a form on (a 1 ..... an). Further, these can be demonstrated by the same proofs 
given above. 
5. THE GROUP OF A COUNTER 
We consider the symmetric group on n letters S~ to act on the 2n letters 
a 1 ,..., a n , 51 ,..., ~ by having any permutation ~r in S~ act on a 1 ,..., a~ and 
simultaneously in the same fashion on H 1 ,..., d n . We let H be the group of 
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permutations on the 2n letters a 1 ,..., a n , d 1 ,..., dn generated by the above 
representation of S n and the transposition (al, aa). H also contains the 
transpositions (as, a2), (az, aa),..-, (an, tin). 
THEOREM 5.1. The order of H is n! 2 ~. 
Proof. Consider the homomorphism of H onto Sn gotten by identifying 
ai and di for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n. That this mapping is a well-defined homo- 
morphism onto S n follows from the definition of H. The kernel of this 
homomorphism is the subgroup of order 2" generated by the n transpositions 
(al,di), 1 ~ i~n.  Hence, the order of H = the order of S n times 
2 n = n! 2 n. 
Consider an n-counter C and its defining transformations N. N consists of 
n transformations 9i(al ,..., an), i = 1,..., n, where ai goes into 9i(a 1 ,..., an) 
and 9i is either a permutation, an affine transformation or a nonaffine trans- 
formation of the form given in Section 3. We consider a permutation ~r in H 
to send N into another N transformation by sending a~ into ,r(a~) and 
9i(al ,..., a,) into 9i(,r(ai),..., ~r(an)). 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  rr is in H and N is the transformation of an n-counter C, 
then 7r(N) is also the transformation of an n-counter. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that rr(ai) = ~'(ai). Clearly 7r preserves 
permutations, affine transformations, and the special form of nonaffine 
transformations which the N transformations of a counter can assume. 
DEFINITION. If C is an n-counter and N is its transformation, then the 
subgroup G of H which sends N onto itself is called the group of N. 
DEFINITION. Two n-counters C1 and C2 with transformations N 1 and N 2 
are called equivalent if N 2 = It(N1) for some 7r in H. 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  an n-counter C has group G, the number of counters 
equivalent to C is 2" xn!/order of G. 
Proof. This is so since every coset of G in H corresponds to a distinct 
counter equivalent to C and conversely. 
THEOREM 5.4. Equivalent counters have isomorphic graphs and isomorphic 
groups. Also if  N 1 and Nz are equivalent, hen 371 ~ = N j  iff N~ t = N j .  
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Proof. I f  N 1 and N 2 are equivalent counters and ~ is the element of H 
such that ~r(N1) = N2, then ~r is the isomorphism which sends the graph of 
N 1 onto the graph of N 2 . I f  G is the group of N 2 then ~r-lG~r is the group of 
N I so they are isomorphic. 
THEOI~EM 5.5. I f  C is an n-counter, and G is its group, then each permu- 
tation in G is an isomorphism of the graph of C. 
Proof. This follows from the definitions of the graph and group of C. 
Note that there can be isomorphisms of the graph which do not arise from 
permutations in H. 
I t  follows from Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 that it is possible to determine which 
cycle lengths can occur by examining one counter from each equivalence class. 
6. THE CLASSIFICATION OF 2-CouNTERS AND 3-COUNTERS 
As an application of the previous theorems we classify 2-counters of type A 
and affine 3-counters of type A. 
There are 16 different 2-counters of type A and they are all affine. H here 
is the dihedral group of order 8. H is non-Abelian. 
(1) M = 
0011 
00  00  
11  O0 
O0 O0 
a b 
N: (a q- b) (a -k b) 
G has order 2 and contains (a, b). Hence there are four counters in this 
equivalence class. 
(2) 
(1, O) 1) N 8 ~ N ~ C.L. /(0, 
(1,1) 
(0, 0) 
M = 
a b 
00000 1 ? N: (a+b)  a 
110  
O0 0 N3: I  
1 2 
(2, 2) (1, 1) 
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G =/ .  Hence there are eight of these. 
(3) 
(0, O) (0, 1) C.L.  
(1, o) 
M = ii o 11 0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
ab 
N:  -b a N ~ = I 
1 2 
(2, 2) (1, 1) 
G is a group of order 4 generated by the permutations (a, b) and (a, ~), (b, ~). 
Hence there are two of these. 
(4) 
R: (o,o) (1,o) 
I I 
(1, 1) (o, 1) 
O 1o  
M= 
0 0 
1 0 
C.L.  
(2, 2) 
ab 
- - N 4 = I 
N:  b d 
(1, i) 
O is a group of order 4 generated by the permutation (a, b, d, g). Hence 
there are 2 of these. 
C.L.  
1 2 
(2, :Z) (i, 1) 
R- (o, o)~ (1, o) 
(o, 1)----~(1, 1) 
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These four cases add up to 16 counters. Hence these are all. Counters (3) 
and (4) have permutat ion N 's  so that for these cases the matrix of N equals 
the matr ix of M.  All counters in classes 2, 3, and 4 are cyclic. 
There  are 512 different, affine 3-counters of type _//, and these are listed in 
Table I. In  this ease, the order of H is 48. 
TABLE I 
N transformation 
Order of Number 
a b c group equivalent 
1 b c a 6 8 
2 b ~ a 6 8 
3 b a a 2 24 
4 b d a 2 24 
5 a+b a b 1 48 
6 a+b c a 1 48 
7 a+b c b 2 24 
8 a+b a a 1 48 
9 a+b g b 2 24 
10 a+b a+b a 1 48 
11 a+b b+c a 1 48 
12 a+c b+c a 2 24 
13 a+b b-{-c b 2 24 
14 a+c b+c a 2 24 
15 d4-b b+c b 2 24 
16 a+b a+b a+c 2 24 
17 a+b a-+-b a÷g 2 24 
18 a+b b+c a+c 3 16 
7. POSSIBLE ORDERS OF AFFINE n-CouNTERS 
From an examination of the data given in the previous section and in 
Hartmanis  and Stearns (1966), it seems clear that not every integer can be 
the length of a cycle in the graph of a cyclic n-counter. Which numbers can 
actually represent such lengths is an interesting open question. The  following 
discussion gives a partial answer to this question for affine n-counters. 
We concentrate on answering the question; what are the possible orders of 
a cyclic, affine n-counter. By Theorem 4.2, the length of a cycle in a cyclic 
n-counter divides the order. 
Let  C be a cyclic, l inear n-countei  operating on the n variables a 1 ,..., a~.  
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Then C is a linear transformation  al ,..., a~ and can be represented by an 
n × n matrix A. (In Section 3, an affine n-counter was represented by a 
2n × 2n matrix). Let r be the order of C. Then A 'r = L Consider the set of 
all %1 4- alA 4- a2A ~ 4- "'" 4- ar_lA ~-1 where each a i is either 0 or I. This is 
a principal ideal ring isomorphic to F[x] modulo x r - -  1 where F = GF(2), 
i.e., the ring of all polynomials in x with coefficients 0 or 1. Hence, any 
polynomial which ~/satisfies must divide x r -- 1. 
If D is any cyclic, affine n-counter which is not linear then 
D(S) = C(S) 4- T where C is a cyclic, linear n-counter and T is a fixed 
n-tuple. 
LEMMA 7.1. I f  the order of C is r, then the order o lD  is either r or 2r. 
Proof. Let t be the order of D. Now Dr(S) ~- Ct(S) + (C t-1 + "'" + I ) (T)  
for all n-tuples S so that Ct(S) = S + U for all S where U is the fixed vector 
(Ct - l+  " "+ I)(T). By the definition of C, C complements no variable 
(hence, neither does C t) so that U must be 0. Hence, r divides t. Since 
Cr( S) -- S, Dr(S) ~- S + U' where U' is the fixed vector (C r-1 -~ " ' "  "47 I)( T). 
If U' - :  0, Dr(S) = S and t divides r. If U' ~ O, D2r(S) = S so that t 
divides 2r so that in any case t is either r or 2r. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let C be the transformation of a linear cyclic n-counter, and 
let A be its matrix. Let D( S) = C( S) 4- T where T is a fixed n-tuple. Let r be 
the order of C. Then 
(a) the order of each D is r iff (C r-1 4- ' "  + I)  = 0; 
(b) i f  the minimum polynomial of A is x r -- I, then the order of some 
D = 2r; and 
(c) i f  this minimum polynomial of A is irreducible and =/=I, then the order 
of each D is r. 
Pro@ By Lemma 7.1, the order of D is either r or 2r. As noted before, 
Dr(S) = Cr(S) 4- (C r-1 4- "-" + I ) (T)  = S 4- (C r-~ 4- "'" 4- I)(T). Hence, 
each such D has order 
r iff (C r-z + "" + I ) (T )  = 0 for all T 
i f[  ( c  r-~ + ... + I )  = 0 
which proves (a). 
I f  the minimum polynomial of A is x r - -  1, then A r-1 4- -" -{- I =/= 0 so 
that there is a Twi th  (C ~-1 4- "- 4- I ) (T)  ~ 0 and the order o fD  = C 4- T 
is then 2r. 
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The  min imum polynomial of A divides x ~ - -  1 and if it is irreducible and 
A 4 = I, then it must  divide x r-1 + -'- + I so that (C "-1 + "- + I)  = 0 and 
(e) follows from (a). 
We demonstrate how to apply this theory to obtain information about cycle 
lengths by applying it to the cyclic affine nonequivalent 3-counters given in 
Table I of Section 6. These are listed in Table I I  below and counters where 
one is obtained from the other by complementat ion are listed together. By 
part (b) of Theorem 7.2 a complemented counter must  have order 6. The  only 
irreducible polynomials here are 1 + x ~ + x 3 and 1 + x + x a, and they 
divide x 7 - -  1. F rom the analysis of these polynomials the only possible 
transformation orders are 3, 4, 7, and 6 (a complement of an order 3). 
TABLE II 
Cyclic, Affine 3-Transformations 
N transformation 
Minimum 
a b c Order polynomial if linear Cycle lengths 
l l b c a 3 1 +x  a 3,3,1,1 b g a 6 6, 2 
3 a+b c a 7 l+x~+x 3 7,1 
t4 a+b c b 4 1 +x+x~+x a 4,2,1,1 
~5 a+b g b 4 4,4 
6 a+b b+c a 7 l+x+x a 7,1 
t7 a+c  b+c a 3 1 +x  a 3,3,1,1 
~8 a+c b+c a 6 6,2 
9 a -?  b b +c  b 3 1 +x  z 3, 3, 1,1 
10 d+b b+c b 6 6,2 
Information about the order of a cyclic, l inear transformation can also be 
obtained from the general l inear group over GF(2) of which they 
are elements. The  order of the n-dimensional  general l inear group is 
(2 '~ - -  1)(2 ~ - -  2)(2 n - -  2") "'" (2 n - -  2~-1). When n ~ 3, this is 7 • 3 " 2 a. 
THEOREM 7.3. I f  n > 3, there are no cyclic affine counters of order 2% 
Proof. Let C be a cyclic affine counter of order n. Then  the min imum 
polynomial of C (of degree k, say) divides x ~" -  1 and 2 n is the smallest 
number  for which this is so. But x ~" - -  I = (x - -  1) 8" so that the min imum 
polynomial of C is (x - -  1) k. However, since h < n and n > 3, then (x - -  1) k 
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must divide (x - -  1) 2~-~ ~ x 2~-~ - -  1. Hence, the order of C is ~ 2 ~-1 for 
both the linear case and the afifine case by Lemma 7.1. 
An interesting open question is what can be said about the possible orders 
of cyclic, nonaf/ine counters. 
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